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German tobacco epidemiology by this time was the most advanced in the 

world. Franz H Muller in 1939 and Eberhard Schairer and Erich Schoniger

in 1943 were the first to use case-control epidemiological methods to 

document the lung cancer hazard from cigarettes.

1939 to 1948
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So why the interest now?

• Statisticians are becoming more involved in strategic 

elements of research e.g. 

- Quantifying high interest Disease Areas

- Valuation of global comparator therapies

- Overall prevalence and burden of illness 

- Key market/cost/recruitment drivers

• Real world information is becoming more important 

for payers e.g.

- Value based pricing (e.g. in UK)

- Evidence based pricing
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So why the interest now?

• Easier access to non-RCT data

- Claims data

- Electronic medical records

- Prescribing information

- Lab data

- Disease registries

- Better technology to collect “Real world” effectiveness 

data e.g. via mobile phones etc

• Payers and regulators use non-RCT data to form 

decisions

- Therefore these databases are being analyzed
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So why the interest now?

• As clinical statisticians we are being asked to input 

into observational analyses

- Interpretation dependent on good design

- Realisation that we have access to larger databases not  

available via RCTs

- Can be used to supplement RCTs
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Payers and regulators use non-RCT data to make 

“informed” decisions

26.06.2009 Insulin analogue glargine possibly increases cancer risk

Data evaluated of approximately 130,000 diabetes patients insured in the 

German Local Health Care Fund (AOK) - IQWiG and WIdO publish joint 

analysis

The risk of cancer possibly increases if patients with diabetes use the long-

acting insulin analogue glargine instead of human insulin. The Institute for 

Quality and Efficiency in Health Care (IQWiG), in collaboration with the 

"Wissenschaftliches Institut der AOK” (WIdO), the research institute of the 

German Local Health Care Fund, analysed the data of almost 130,000 patients 

with diabetes in Germany who had been treated with either human insulin or 

the insulin analogues lispro (trade name: Humalog), aspart (Novorapid) or 

glargine (Lantus) between January 2001 and June 2005. 

From IQWiG press release
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Payers and regulators use non-RCT data to make 

“informed” decisions

Friday, November 20 2009 Plavix Label Change: Good For Effient Now, Bad For Brands in the Long 
Run?

By Michael McCaughan

FDA is strengthening a warning against coadministration of PPIs with Plavix. In the logic of 
blockbuster markets, the bad news for Bristol is good news for Lilly and its competitor Effient. But this 
isn’t an old model story…

Because there are third parties involved: payors and pharmacy benefit managers. The interaction between 
PPIs and Plavix was first publicized by Aetna and by Medco, both of whom used claims data to suggest an 
association between PPI use and diminished outcomes for patients treated with Plavix. 

It is not just that payors capitalized on a safety issue: they really drove the regulatory response and the 
application of a newly discovered pharmacogenomic marker. In Medco's case at least, Chief Medical Officer 
Robert Epstein told us, the whole idea was to find a way to test the emerging theory that CYP2C19 genotyping 
may predict Plavix response. Since Medco didn't have genotyping data on patients in its database, it looked at 
concomitant use of omeprazole instead, since the PPI is a known inhibitor of the 2C19 pathway. 

FDA's first public health alert followed the Aetna and Medco claims studies; the latest one came after Bristol 
and Sanofi conducted a drug interaction study confirming the observational results. That's certainly not a 
regulatory model sponsors are eager to consider--especially since we would be willing to bet that the 
observational research that triggered the warning cost Medco much less than the clinical trial the sponsors 
were forced to conduct to confirm it. 

Medco, at least, isn't done. As we reported here, the company is now taking the next step, conducting a large 
scale observational study to test the hypothesis that the superior efficacy demonstrated by Lilly in its head-to-
head study of Effient vs. Plavix can be explained by the inclusion of poor metabolizers of Plavix in the 
comparator group. 

From the RPM report
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Totality of Evidence- an we make better use of 

observational data?

1) Use of non RCT data

To what extent can epidemiological studies, observational databases and other data sources be used:  

-to help design RCTs
-to quantify safety signals not readily seen in RCTS (e.g. those with low prevalence or long term)
-to support reimbursement with payers (such as comparative effectiveness and  real usage) 
-and would we ever see a situation where they could replace RCTs? 

2) Current thinking

-Are we investigating or evaluating opportunities in this area?  Can you describe examples where 
observational data studies have been used to help inform internal or external decision making? 

3) Current statistical capability

-Given these databases are being analysed already, is it better that we get good statisticians involved 
rather than simply point out the inherent weaknesses of such analyses?
-As a profession do we understand enough about observational analyses to either promote them or 
not?     
-Do we need to make sure we have different types of skills in addition to those used for more traditional 
forms of evidence?

4)The Future

-Do we need more generalists with applied knowledge or more specialists with expert skills?
-Should we be developing partnerships with other professionals for example statisticians at Healthcare 
Providers, epidemiologists etc. ?

Discussion
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